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This year has been a friutful year for AIR Ministries and for those we work with. The news 
from Siberia and the Altai people is encouraging. The special recordings have been finished and 
distributed throughout the region. They will be a great help through the winter months where 
most Christians are village bound with little contact with the outside world. Thank you for praying for 
Bro. Aideen and the Altai people. Pray for our vision of reaching this Siberian nation with the 
truth of Jesus. 

Another area of our work is with "Tree Of Life" project in Northern India. The trainers seminar 
in northern Nepal was a success with oral communicators with a particular focus of strengthening 
and extending the impact of this work in remote parts of India attending. The "Tree Of Life" 
project is targeting 85 villages/ regions where oral evengelists ,on a rotation bases, will visit 
and relate Bible stories on street corners and markets ect. This is in areas where the iliteracy rate 
is over 95%. I f we were to hand them a Bible they couldn't read it. Pray for the training of 
Chandan Sah for the role of Regional Coordinator by June of 2011. This is being led by our 
partner ministry VisionSynergy. 

Our return to Europe and the visits to many areas where one or both of us had lived, studied 
and ministered over 50 years ago was very fruitful. Becky and Mrs. Neve were in the church in 
Barcelona and had a good visit with Jim and Joyce Phillips. Back when Jim was just 12 years old he 
came and spent some of his summer with us and told me back then that he wanted to be a missionary 
like his folks in the islasnd just over from ours. Today ,a half a century later, he has been used of the 
Lord to direct a very impressive recording ministry through the church in Barcelona. Then it was off 
to Malaga, Spain where the next series of services were in a Spanish gypsy church in Andalucia. 
Not your traditional U.S.A. style service: Imagine singing nearly an hour and then testimonies 
and prayer requests and more singing before the first message to be followed by fellowship and food 
before the final message of the evening. Al l this to a packed house, oh yes, it was a family service 
including young and old including good amount of animals, mainly hungry dogs tied up to their carts 

outside barking to passerbys and to the music coming from inside. But everyone inside 
seemed joyful and happy in the Lord and not bothered at all by the confusion outside It was good to 
see old friends and faces and realize that in spite of us the work of the Lord goes on for which 
we give Him the glory! 

Thank you for your prayer and support these many years. Merry Christmas and Happy New Year! 

The Wambsganss 


